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Attention: The whole story of resolving this question is very peculiar!
You will hear it now!
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All these people lived in the 15th/16th century in Italy! Why in Italy?
Answer: Many Byzantine scholars sought refuge in the West (particularly
Italy) after the invasion by the Ottoman empire.
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What about the math in the middle ages?
Why is this gap of nearly 1000 years (500-1500) without significant math
results in Europe?
A popular explanation is that the Catholic church opposed the development
of science during these middle ages.
However, this is not quite true and not the only reason as:
– most of the educated man were serving in the church.
– we had, for example, people like Fibonacci (who popularized the
Indo–Arabic numeral system by his “Liber Abaci”)
– Some Byzantine mathematicians designed Hagia Sophia (6th century):
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Back to the story of the cubic

In 1400s, the Gutenberg’s press was invented, the universities in Bologna,
Paris and Oxford were founded, America was discovered!
In 1494, in his Summa de Arithmetica, Luca Pacioli expressed doubts that
the cubic can be solved at all (as with squaring of the circle problem).
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del Ferro and the depressed cubic
Taking up Pacioli’s challenge, the talented Scipione del Ferro of the
University of Bologna

solved the so-called “depressed cubic”:
x3 + mx = n.
Fun fact: Italians called this “cube and cosa equals number”
(“cosa” = thing).
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Del Ferro kept his solution in absolute secret!?
(in those times this was a powerful weapon in the academic world)
On his deathbed, del Ferro passed it along to his student Antonio Fior.
In a few years, Fior being not that strong mathematician, challenged the
notable scholar Nicolo Fontana (Tartaglia).

At the last day of the challenge (actually the night of Febr 13, 1535), the
exhausted Tartaglia found a solution!
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Then, in the picture came Gerolamo Cardano of Milan who insistently asked
Tartaglia to tell him his solution!

4 years after the solution of the depressed cubic by Tartaglia, on March 25,
1539 (after being asked multiple times), Tartaglia revealed the solution to
Cardano (written in cipher).
Cardano was the one to solve the cubic in its general form, using Tartaglia’s
depressed cubic solution!
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Cardano and his weird life

Cardano wrote his autobiography “The book of my life”, full of peculiar
stories. Here are selected facts from his life (based on that book):
– He was an illegitimate child who barely survived his birth.
– He suffered from different diseases including an extraordinary
discharge of urine (nearly a gallon per day!), insomnia for up to 8
consecutive nights and sexual impotence lasting just before his
marriage (nice timing, ah?)
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Cardano and his weird life

Cardano wrote his autobiography “The book of my life”, full of peculiar
stories. Here are selected facts from his life (based on that book):
– He was an illegitimate child who barely survived his birth.
– He suffered from different diseases including an extraordinary
discharge of urine (nearly a gallon per day!), insomnia for up to 8
consecutive nights and sexual impotence lasting just before his
marriage (nice timing, ah?)
– Graduated medicine at the Univ. of Padua with honors, but first got
rejected a position in Milan. Later, he was offered such position (in
1539) and became a top physician who even treated the Pope!
– Devoted Christian, but despite that, he was an adept astrologer, wore
amulets, talked to spirits, etc..
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More on Cardano

– Cardano was also very keen on gambling and even wrote “Book on
Games of Chance” - the first serious work on probability theory.
– After his professional triumph as a doctor, several personal tragedies
followed: his wife died, his son was arrested for murder and beheaded.
His other son became a criminal.
– Cardano’s reputation was ruined and he moved to Bologna. In 1570,
Cardano himself was arrested for heresy (as he wrote a book
mentioning ’the anti-Christian Roman emperor’).
– He was jailed and died quietly in 1576.
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The final character in the story
So, what happened after Tartaglia revealed the secret of the depressed cubic
to Cardano? Here is what Cardano said before that:
I swear to you by the Sacred Gospel, and on my faith as a gentlemen, not only never to publish your discoveries, if you tell them to
me, but I also promise and pledge my faith as a true Christian to
put them down in cipher so that after my death no one shall be able
to understand them.
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So, what happened after Tartaglia revealed the secret of the depressed cubic
to Cardano? Here is what Cardano said before that:
I swear to you by the Sacred Gospel, and on my faith as a gentlemen, not only never to publish your discoveries, if you tell them to
me, but I also promise and pledge my faith as a true Christian to
put them down in cipher so that after my death no one shall be able
to understand them.
Cardano shared Tartaglia’s secret with his brilliant young servant Ludovico
Ferrari who found a way to solve a general 4th degree polynomial equation!
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The fight with Tartaglia

Unfortunately, Ferrari’s method was reducing the 4th degree polynomial to a
3rd degree polynomial, which in turn (following Cardano’s solution) was
reduced to the depressed cubic of Tartaglia!
However, Cardano and Ferrari found the notebooks of del Ferro in a library
in Bologna and saw the same solution of the depressed cubic. In Cardano’s
mind, this discovery freed him of his obligation to Tartaglia.
In 2 years, Cardano published Ars Magna (Great Art) containing solutions to
equations of 3rd and 4th degree.
Tartaglia accused Cardano in theft, though Cardano acknowledged
Tartaglia’s work in the book.
This led to a public dispute between Tartaglia and Ferrari in Milan!
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First, can we solve the following equations:
– ax + b = 0 (linear equation)
– ax2 + b = 0 (depressed quadratic equation)
– ax2 + bx + c = 0 (quadratic equation)
For the quadratic, the formula we know is in fact derived by reduction to the
depressed quadratic! How?
Let x = y −
a(y−

b
2a .

Then,

b
b2 b2
4ac − b2
b 2
) +b(y− )+c = ay2 −by+by+ − +c = ay2 +
= 0.
2a
2a
4a 2a
4a
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The actual solution of the cubic

What about the general cubic equation of Cardano:
ax3 + bx2 + cx + d = 0?
Well, similarly, plugging x = y −

b
3a

reduces it to the depressed cubic

x3 + mx + n = 0,
of Tartaglia! Why?
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Solving the depressed cubic
This is the more tricky part due to del Ferro and independently by Tartaglia:
Step 1: Think of x as a difference of some variables t and u. Look at the
formula for (t − u)3 , that is,
(t − u)3 = t3 − 3t2 u + 3tu2 − u3 .
Therefore, we know that for each t and u:
(t − u)3 + 3tu(t − u) + (u3 − t3 ) = 0.
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This is the more tricky part due to del Ferro and independently by Tartaglia:
Step 1: Think of x as a difference of some variables t and u. Look at the
formula for (t − u)3 , that is,
(t − u)3 = t3 − 3t2 u + 3tu2 − u3 .
Therefore, we know that for each t and u:
(t − u)3 + 3tu(t − u) + (u3 − t3 ) = 0.
Thus, if we find t and u, such that our initially given m and n are equal to 3tu
and u3 − t3 , then we are done!
m3
But this last system of 2 equations is equivalent to t3 − 27t
3 = n or to:
t6 + nt3 −

m3
= 0.
27
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to reduce to the depressed quartic:

y4 + py2 + qy + r = 0.
Now, the left-hand-side is (y2 − p2 )2 minus something of degree 2.
If this thing is a square - we are done!
So let’s not consider (y2 − p2 )2 , but (y2 − p2 + α)2 , where α is an extra
parameter that we can choose, so that the rest is a square!
(y2 −

p
p2
+ α)2 − [2αy2 − qy + (α2 + pα +
− r)]
2
4
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The expression in [] is a square if its discriminant is 0.
So, we shall solve a cubic equation, but we know how to do that!
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Things to remember from the story

– Several people were involved in the wild story of solving the cubic!
– Instead of a single equation, they had to solve several (at least 10)
equations of degree 3, as in those times only positive coefficients were
considered!
– These mathematicians have not yet denoted variables with letters. The
first to do that was Francois Viete and the first to use x as the standard
variable - Rene Descartes!
– What about polynomial equations of degree 5 and more?
The Norwegian mathematician Niels Abel showed in the 19th century
that there is no such formula in radicals for degree ≥ 5!
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